Allseas

BRANCHE/////////// Offshore/Oil and Gas
GRÜNDUNG//////// 1985
MITARBEITER//////// 2.600

FACHRICHTUNGEN//////// Geoscience, Geoengineering and Mining, Mechanical Engineering, Process Engineering and Materials Science and Technology
ANFORDERUNGEN//////// We are looking for motivated, hands-on students with a technical degree at BSc/MSc level and an affinity for the offshore industry.
EINSTIEGSMÖGLICHKEITEN Intership, Working Student, Final Thesis, Trainee, Direct Entry

ABSOLVENTEN PRO JAHR /// 50
PRAKTIKANTEN PRO JAHR/// 50
MINDESTLÄNGE PRAKTIKUM 2 months
WEITERBILDUNG/////////// Allseas provides excellent education and career development opportunities and a supportive working environment to manage your own career.

PROFIL///////////////

Allseas, founded in 1985 and headed by Edward Heerema, is a leader in offshore pipeline installation and subsea construction. Experts in the execution of large and complex projects, we provide worldwide support to clients from the conceptual design stage to engineering, procurement, installation and commissioning.

Allseas operates a versatile fleet of specialised pipelay and support vessels, designed and developed in-house. Allseas’ 382 m long, 124 m wide DP platform installation/decommissioning and pipelay vessel Pieter Schelte will be delivered in the second half of 2014, ready for offshore operations at the end of 2014.

KONTAKT///////////

Frank Schram  +31 15 268-1800
Recruitment recruitment@allseas.com

We gladly accept applications at the job fair.